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The Magic Number Seven – The Limits of Human Cognition © 2007 Brian T. Wilson



Human Processing Capacity Note to researchers: This explanation seeks to convey the essence of several decision theories and models and thus may be entirely unsatisfactory to you in terms of exact precision. However the primary audience are the commercial pilot and training professionals who have may sno understanding of cognitive psychology as applied to aviation. Thus I have, if I may be excused for it, translated it into “pilot-speak” so the layman may grasp the point of the essay. I beg a thousand pardons if I oversimplify). The Limits of Human Processing: Task saturation - we have all experienced the frustration, the stress, and that sinking feeling from realizing that there are more demands than we can handle at one time on the flight deck. Task saturation takes predominantly two forms - technical skill overload and information overload, also affectionately known as “TMD Syndrome” - the “Too Much Data Syndrome”. If we look deeper into the causes of task saturation however - there is a common thread and that thread is the cognitive or mental processing aspect of task saturation. We normally associate cognitive processes with concepts such as situational awareness and decision-making and this is a quite appropriate association. The execution of technical skills however is also ultimately driven by cognitive processes. When we execute a steep turn we have to perceive the appropriate cues in the environment and from the instruments, recognize patterns in those cues, or, if the patterns are new, analyze what the cues are telling us. Next we make sense out of it, assign it meaning, and then determine how that meaning will impact the quality of our aircraft control in the next few seconds relative to the standards we need to meet. In the following illustration, we find a model of a theory of cognition - the mental processes involved in functioning in the world around us. Consider the following example: As we begin the steep turn in instrument conditions, we scan altitude, airspeed, and bank angle. If we see the speed beginning to decrease we should also see an increase in altitude (power remaining constant). We know intellectually that, given no throttle change, a decrease in airspeed should correlate with an altitude increase due to a slight increase in pitch. In addition to having rote knowledge of this relationship, we have also seen it before in previous steep turns. This is a recognizable pattern in the cues from the instruments it’s meaning to a proficient instrument-rated pilot is therefore instantly obvious. Having seen this before, we know that if we decrease pitch and descend the 50 ft back to the target altitude, the airspeed should return almost to the target value with no power change. But now what if we see a decrease in speed with no increase in altitude (power remains constant)? What does this mean if we have not seen it before? In this case we have to scan for relevant cues (airspeed change,



altitude change, pitch angle, bank angle, and power) assign meaning to those cues, usually by creating a mental story of what is happening (that is, understand what the aircraft is doing and why it is doing it), and then make a correction, all the while monitoring the magnitude of the control input vs. the response rate of the aircraft relative to the goals (on altitude, on airspeed, on bank angle). As we all know, there is a lot going on here mentally - we are handling a lot of information at one time. Add ATC calls, refering to charts, talking to our First Officer etc., and we are truly handling a lot of information and we just might begin to become overloaded. So just what are our cognitive limits for attending to multiple cues simultaneously - what is our task saturation point?



A Model of Cognition: Cues are perceived and processed in short term memory in preparation for storage in long term memory. The boxes below indicate the associated processes for short term and long term memory.



The Seven Bit Limit to Human Multi-tasking: In 1956 Dr. George Miller, a Harvard psychologist, published a paper entitled “The Magic Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits On Our Capacity to Process Information” (Miller 1956). In this paper, Dr. Miller, in reviewing the experiments of a number of cognitive psychologists, showed that the maximum number of cues we can attend to simultaneously is seven, plus or minus two cues. This is not a lot of capacity. Think back to the previous paragraph where we listed 5 cues that we must process to figure out how to return to our standards for steep turns. Now add control pressure feel, rates of change of bank angle, pitch, altitude, airspeed, aural warnings in transport category aircraft, and the other cues vying for our attention such as VSI, airspeed trend indicator and



others. You can now see that we are at, or in some cases beyond the cognitive task saturation point just flying a steep turn. If you have ever felt loaded up in this maneuver, take heart - you are just human like the rest of us. There is a simple exercise that illustrates our limitations on information processing. In our exercise we will take combinations of the letters of the alphabet and in our minds determine the letter combinations that are four letters up in the alphabet from each letter in the combination. Example: “ad”: The two letter combination that is four letters up the alphabet is “eh”, that is, we take “a” and mentally think “b,c,d,e” – we have the solution: “e”. Then while holding "e" in memory, we analyze “d” in the same way to get “h”. The solution is the letter combination “eh”. Now you try it – don’t write anything down, just do it all in your head. “cj” “fpl” “keum” As you progressed from the first combination to the last, how much harder was it for you to keep track of all the letters? How many bits of information were you handling simultaneously? In the example “keum”, you had to remember “k”, and then think through “l’m, and n to get the fourth letter “o” – about five bits of information. Then you had to remember “o” and then process the next five bits to get the solution for the letter “e” – six bits of information. Then you had to remember “o” and “i”, the first two solutions while you got the solution for “u” – this required juggling seven bits of information. Getting the last letter obviously required you to remember the solutions for the first three letters, and juggle five more bits of information to get the solution for the last letter for a grand total of 8 bits of information considered simultaneously. When you consider the difficulty you experienced in this exercise, and the amount of information we consider near simultaneously in IFR operations (attitude, airspeed, altitude, nav indications, engine instruments, ATC etc), you begin to appreciate how close we are to our seven-bit limit in just routine aviation operations. It doesn’t take much; an abnormal, a revised clearance or automation mode confusion, etc, to push us over the seven bit limit. As Dr. George Miller himself stated in his paper: "First,...... the span of immediate memory imposes severe limitations on the amount of information that we are able to receive, process, and remember (Miller 1956).



Modern glass cockpits present an almost overwhelming amount of information to the pilot. The pilot must juggle these bits of information to get to what’s really



From a technical skill standpoint, imagine how many cues we have to process simultaneously the first time we ever had to fly a V1 cut in a transport category aircraft! No wonder we screwed it up the first few times. So if we only have the capacity of seven data bits - how did we learn to handle V1 cuts? Remember, we must attend to the normal set of cues to properly fly the takeoff with nothing wrong. In a normal takeoff, there is a lot of information we must attend to: centerline control, crosswind correction input, absolute airspeed, rate of acceleration, information from control input/feedback loops, callouts, etc. In a V1 cut, add the yaw and perhaps roll as the engine fails. If it is a catastrophic failure, add the sounds of the engine tearing itself apart and winding down and the subsequent



vibrations of the control wheel, rudder pedals and even the airframe. The absolute amount of yaw and roll, the change in the control wheel and rudder pressures as the engine fails. The alarms go off. The triple chime of the Master Warning System, the Single Chimes of the Master Caution System, the loud ringing of the fire bell, the 'OIL PRESSURE!" audible message, the cascade of messages on our EICAS system, and on and on. The number of cues of information far, far exceeds our seven-bit limit. How the heck did we learn to overcome this flood of information vying for our attention. We will touch briefly on that today, but let us consider a broader question first. So how does this limited capacity for attending to information relate to maintaining flight safety in general - why are we talking about it? The Seven Bit Limit and Situational Awareness: When we fly, we all know a key requirement is to maintain situational awareness. The process of situational awareness is a process of perceiving cues, analyzing and assigning them meaning, and figuring out how that might affect future flight states, and finally relating that understanding of probable future flight states to the goals of the flight. Dr. Mica Endsley developed a widely accepted classification of situational awareness based on these levels (Endsley 2000). (See the essay: Situational Awareness. They are: Level 1 - Perception Level 2 - Comprehension Level 3 - Projection. Analyzing reports from the ASRS database, Dr. Endsley and her colleagues created a classification of situational awareness errors related to these levels of situational awareness (Endsley, 1995, Jones, et al 1996). As a percentage breakdown, these are: Level 1 Errors: Level 2 Errors: Level 3 Errors:



76.3% 20.3% 3.4%



It should be interesting to note that a failure to perceive relevant cues constitutes the highest error rate, but based on what we have learned, not very surprising considering the limited cognitive capacity we have as humans. When we reach the task saturation point, we have to begin dropping attention to some cues as newer, more prominent, or more meaningful cues begin to appear. As we reach the cognitive saturation point, some relevant cues are not even noticed. At this point we begin to progressively lose situational awareness at Level 1 as more and more cues are missed with increased mental loading. So, if we want the biggest bang for our buck in terms of safety improvement, we want to focus on learning strategies that enable us to perceive more relevant cues without exceeding working memory capacity. Crew Resource Management skills, which seeks to improve the overall level of crew situational awareness in airline cockpit, is one operational strategy employed to overcome cognitive limitations on multi-crew cockpits. Training CRM skills are important to equip pilots to overcome the seven-bit limit. It does so by sharing the cognitive load in flight monitoring and thus enables crews to attend to and capture more relevant cues. Stress Effects on the Seven Bit Limit: It is important to be aware of stress effects on human capacity for multi-tasking. Stress is defined as a condition in which "certain environmental demands....in which perceived demands exceeds resources...."(Driskell & Salas 1996) This definition is built upon earlier research (McGrath 1976). Stress has the following effects on human multi-tasking ability (Staal, 2004): • • •



Stress can narrow the perceptual field, limiting the ability to process new information. Stress can cause reductions in working memory capacity. Stress can limit the pilot's ability to recall information from long term memory.



•



Stress, through its deterimental effects on conscious information processing ability, can cause the pilot to revert to previously learned behaviors that may or may not be effective (the "strong but wrong" effect).



From a physiological perspective, it is theorized that stress causes the body to release catecholamines, a neural stimulator. This chemical excites the neural connections in the brain to fire more frequently, in effect creating a "cognitive noise" in the mind. It is theorized that the effort to think through this "noise" is what causes the most pertinent effect for our discussion: the reduction of working memory limits. (Arnsten 2007, Bourne & Yaroush, 2003). Stress, particularly time stress which is the most commonly occurring stress in aviation, requires the pilot to assess, assign meaning to and react quickly. The lack of available time can cause the pilot to use less analyatical approaches to situation assessment (Hammond 1996). Other studies on aviation crews found that high stress levels seemed to reduce the ability of pilots to attend adequately to new situations. (Wickens et all, 1988, Wickens et al, 1991). Considering the very limited capacity of humans to attend to multiple bits of information, regulation of mental workload to avoid stress effects is an important flight management consideration. So, using the example of a V1 cut as a practical example of information overload, how do we overcome this human limitation of information processing? There are several strategies such as this one and I will treat a couple superficially here, and then discuss them in detail in later articles.



Strategies to Overcome the Seven Bit Limit: Chunking: With regards to our example of a V1 cut, first, we learn from trial and error which cues are immediately relevant and must be attended to NOW, and which cues can be ignored for the moment, and which cues can be totally ignored. This learning reduces the total amount of cues we must attend to but there are still far too many to process in the time allowed before we crash how do we deal with the rest of these cues? On our first V1 cut, we notice the yaw and roll, the reduction of airspeed and individually attend to each of these cues individually, entering corrective control inputs, analyzing the response, and making further corrections - but its still too much to keep up with and we gyrate all over the sky the first time. Soon however, as we practice we begin to recognize patterns in aircraft response to an engine failure - we no longer have to attend individually to roll rates, yaw rates, and airspeed decreases. We recognize these indications as a holistic pattern that screams "V1 CUT!" and begin to respond intuitively. In short we "chunk" each of these individual cues into a recognizable pattern of instrument and aircraft indications (Miller 1956). This pattern is then treated by our brains as one bit of information rather than five or six bits of information. We continue to chunk bits and pieces of information into recognizable chunks continuing to reduce the total amount of information we attend to until we arrive at or below our seven bit limit. At this point we begin to get ahead of events in the V1 cut. This "chunking" of bits of information which in turn enables us to use recognitional assessment strategies is one of the primary means we are able to work around the seven bit limit of human cognition. The next section discusses recognitional strategies in more detail. The main lesson to take away from this section is the need to understand how experts chunk information in events such as this. By understanding how experts order the various bits of information which constitute a recognizable pattern, we can then use this knowledge to enable novice pilots to achieve expertise more rapidly by teaching them the patterns experts recognize. Understanding these expert cognitive processes enables one to actually design chunking into the curriculum, thus accelerating the acquisition of proficiency.



Recognitional Strategies: Dr. Gary Klein, back in the 1970s, in studying expert fireground commanders, discovered that they didn’t use the accepted methods of decision-making (Klein 1998). These classic approaches were based on the methodical analysis of information, development of options, testing those options formally, and then selecting the best one. Instead they made intuitive decisions. What he found was that they used intuitive approaches to assess situations and make decisions. Not only that, but they usually developed only one option and then usually went with that option. This violated the research thinking of the time and was a surprise to the researchers.



Humans “chunk” bits information around central concepts, the aggregate concept then in turn becomes one bit of information, reducing the mental



Monday morning analysis showed that often the option chosen was not the most optimal one, but it was at least satisfactory in almost every case. After much questioning, Dr. Klein realized that they were using recognitional strategies to assess the situations – they recognized the current fire as somewhat familiar or prototypical, having experienced similar fires before. Subsequent studies have found the same cognitive processes are used by expert pilots (Klein, 2000). Since the conditions of a forest fire were dynamic, rapidly changing, ill-structured, and usually had severe time constraints, the accepted formal methods of assessment and decision making could not be applied in the time available – other assessment strategies simply had to be used. The point here is that the process of organizing large bits of information into a recognizable pattern is a form of chunking. Thus the expert fireground commanders, in simply recognizing the situation as conforming to a type experienced in the past were able to avoid having to use formal assessment methods with their high cognitive workload. Once this recognition occurred, they bypassed more methodical strategies for option generation such as comparison and testing of various courses of action. This works because as the commanders recognized the situation as familiar, the overall characteristics of this type of fire, how it typically progresses, and what the best strategy would be to fight it is simply recalled from long term memory nearly instantaneously. Also, viable options and other considerations that were chunked in long term memory are recalled automatically with the memories of these previous fires, bypassing the need for renewed, methodical analysis. The first viable option recalled is then tested against the current situation and if found viable, it is adopted. Usually these experts considered and adopted only this one first option – and this option almost always proved at least satisfactory. This type of cognitive economizing which conserves cognitive resources by selecting the first satisfactory option is in fact termed by psychologists “satisficing” (Simon 1959). Satisficing is the practice of saving time and cognitive resources by adopting a satisfactory course of action rather than spending time and cognitive resources to find an optimal course of action. Obviously, in aviation time is a resource in short supply so the phenomenon of satisficing is frequently seen in expert flight management. Recognitional strategies take advantage of prior experience to rapidly size up new situations and recall viable solutions, in the process saving cognitive resources and thus respecting the seven-bit limit. The viability of recognitional decision strategies depends heavily on accurate situation assessment. But from a cognitive standpoint, how could these fireground commanders process all of these cues with a capacity of only seven data bits at a time of working memory? As it turns out the recognitional process itself overcomes this limitation. Working or attentional memory, with its seven-bit capacity, can be thought of as the RAM memory in your computer - it has a limited capacity. It brings up a program, processes new data, and turns it into a form that can be stored on the hard drive. The hard drive can be thought of as long term memory. When a program is



called up from the hard drive, all the previous settings, formats, etc that you last saved are automatically called up with it. Short term memory does the same thing. The program the RAM (short term memory) is using can be thought of as the environmental conditions or a situation concept, such as “arrival to the south side of Atlanta”. Once this concept is consciously considered, it automatically calls up information as needed from the hard drive (long term memory). This information includes arrival procedures, power settings and pitch attitudes for various flap settings and phases of the arrival. This information also calls up expectations - where to look for needed information, thus economizing information scan and reducing cognitive loading. With a more efficient information scan and since the information is called up from long-term memory as needed, working memory capacity is less likely to be exceeded under normal operations and situational awareness is maintained. This process of clustering related information around a central concept is the “chunking” I discussed previously. This organization of cues into recognizable patterns promotes rapid situational awareness; the chunking of related information promotes rapid retrieval of options, constraints, etc. Both conserve cognitive resources. Again, in clustering related informtion around a central concept in long term memory, short term memory treats the "chunk" as only one bit of information. Both the seven-bit limit and work-around called chunking has profound implications for flight management skills, lesson design, and learning. A future article will consider chunking in detail and how deliberately seeking to chunk information can improve your flight management and speed your learning of your next aircraft. The implication of this discussion is that to fully equip our crews with the most efficient cognitive skills, we must conduct formal cognitive task analyses. Through cognitive task analysis, we collect and analyze the information that experts attend to in common aviation situations. Through this analysis we will reveal the patterns of information they recognize and the meaning they assign to those patterns. Once these patterns are known, they can then be used as a template for training novice pilots. Training novice pilots on these patterns increases their ability to rapidly size up and recognize typical in-flight situations. This approach in essence accelerates the acquisition of expertise through a process of guided experiences. Another implication of this section is in relation to the phenomenon of satisficing: Since satisficing is common in the assessment and decision strategies of experts working in time-constrained professions, this has implications for how post-incident and accident investigations are conducted. Often we seen in such after-action reports criticisms of the quality of the decisions made during the incident in question - more specifically, that there were better options available than the one chosen even though the outcome was satisfactory. "Rational decision strategies" that compare between options are very time consuming and thus are often not practical in the inflight aviation environment. In other words, rational strategies tax the capacity of human cognition severely in dynamic environments such as flight. Investigators should appreciate how the limits of human cognition drive particular flight management decision strategies such as satisficing and recognize them as normal and generally effective. Heuristics: Mental Shortcuts: Other cognitive economizing strategies include the conscious use of what psychologists call "heuristics" – or rules of thumb. Consider the V1 cut we mentioned previously. At the onset of the V1 cut in an EICAS-equipped transport category aircraft, there are roll and pitch inputs, control pressure changes, changes in sound levels, visual alerts, aural alerts and alarms, calls from our First Officers, etc – bits of information numbering far in excess of our seven bit/plus or minus two limit. So how do we handle all of this information and cues being “pushed” to us? The first time we perform a V1 cut, we usually don’t handle it – we get overloaded and don’t fly the profile correctly, miss calls etc. After a few passes we learn which of the cues being presented are the most relevant, which for the moment can be ignored, and which can be ignored completely – in essence we learn to manage our attentional capacity to remain within our seven-but limit. We then may use some heuristics to help us “process” information. On the CRJ 50 seater, placing the top of the glareshield right on the horizon will result in a speed of V2 +/- about 5 kts. It is a simple and direct heuristic which requires almost no sustained cognitive



effort – we simply set the pitch to this target and our problem of airspeed management is largely solved for the moment. Otherwise we would have to “hunt” for the proper pitch attitude for V2 while scanning attitude and airspeed, making corrections, watching aircraft response, and the cycling through this process until the airspeed was stabilized at V2. Understanding what rules of thumb experts use to shortcut assessment/reaction-decision cycles is crucial in proper flight training. Heuristics are developed from long years of experience and can enable the acquisition of proficiency much more rapidly than traditional training approaches. I will discuss heuristics in much more detail in a later essay. Structured Solutions: Other examples of cognitive economizing strategies are pitch and power targets. For instance on the CRJ 50-seat jet, the proper pitch and power for maintaining the glideslope during an ILS approach is minus 2.5 degrees and 68% N1. If you are off course, correct back and when the glideslope centers simply go to these targets and you should stabilize on the glideslope rapidly. Knowing pitch and power targets eliminates the trial and error process of making control inputs, monitoring aircraft response, comparison to desired standard, correcting further, and then cycling through this process again and again until the desired performance is attained. Other examples of pitch and power targets on the CRJ 50 seat jet are 10 degrees in the climb to hold Class D speed limitations, and 7 degrees for 250 kts. Abnormal and Emergency checklist design which includes commentary on the operational implications of the component failure in question is another example of structured or proceduralized cognitive economizing. Proper checklist and procedure design principles engineer cognitive economizing into those documents and procedures in an effort to respect the seven-bit limits. By conducting up-front analyses of the operational implications of various failures, we can save cognitive effort on the part of the flight crew and shore up their mental capacity through the use of these types of "cognitive scaffolds". These types of checklist designs relieve the pilots from a lot of “what-iffing”, which demands considerable cognitive attention unrelated to the immediate task of flying. “What-iffing” and “what-else” types of reasoning also require considerable critical thinking skills – a skill set not normally taught in commercial aviation training courses. This type of a-priori analysis is in a sense, conducting analysis and making decisions before a crew even mounts the aircraft for flight. (Burian et al 2003). Task Management Skills: Task management skills are crucial to avoid exceeding the seven-bit limit. I will devote an entire essay to task management in the future but the following discussion should prime you as to the importance of good task management skill. Improper task management in aviation can result in overload as we mentioned in the first paragraph. What tools for task management result in cognitive economizing? We have already mentioned one rule - do as much analysis and contingent decision making as you can on the ground - either through checklist design or through preflight planning. A corollary practice is to use idle time productively, that is, use periods such as cruise flight for active assessment and contingency planning. During these phases of flight, the tasks that will be required down range should be considered for the distraction level they impose and for the time they will require to complete. These should be factored into when to schedule the conduct of those tasks. Similarly the crews expectations for the conduct of the flight should be carefully considered and any likely divergence from these plans (due to weather, ATC vectoring etc) should be planned for. Thus some simple flight planning and flight management rules accomplish the task of good task management. Examples are; • • •



Make as many decisions on the ground as you can (Wiley 2006). Use idle time in flight wisely: Project, contingency plan, prepare. Always have an out. Have it ready at all times.



Task management tools include but are not limited to: Crew Resource Management skills, standardized flight profiles, standard operating procedures, critical thinking skills, time management skills. Properly designed flight profiles minimize cognitive task loading and spread required tasks out to avoid the seven-bit limit. Standard operating procedures take the



uncertainty out of a lot of operational issues and therefore serve a cognitive economizing function. Critical thinking skills, when applied in low workload conditions, complete analysis beforehand, make cognitive resources available in high workload situations, and foster recognitional assessment behaviors which in turn as we have seen have a cognitive economizing function. Using idle time productively saves cognitive resources for higher workload conditions. The Criticality of Understanding Cognitive Task Requirements: It should be clear that proper consideration of human processing limitations requires understanding the cognitive task demands for any given aviation operation and then designing appropriately. There are a number of tools termed cognitive task analysis that allow one to get at the information processing requirements of any given task. While most of these tools were developed by and best employed by psychologists, other researchers have demonstrated they can be adapted by laypersons effectively. The main point here is that an appreciation for the limits of human information processing capacity is critical for proper design in aviation human factors design considerations be it displays, policies, procedures, or training curriculums.(Chipman et al 2000). Takeaways • •



•



•



•



•



•



•



The human ability to multi-task is actually very limited in its basic processes. Conscious capacity to various information allows us to attend to only about seven bits of information simultaneously. Humans get around this bottleneck by organizing information around a central concept. This ordering disparate bits of information is called chunking. Since humans routinely engage in chunking to remember larger bodies of information, trainers should seek ways to facilitate this process. Organization of material to be learned into meaningful patterns that are easily chunked by the student. Experts recognize meaningful patterns of information from prior experiences. How experts use information in typical situations to make rapid assessments and identify viable options need to be identified and analyzed. Once this is known, teaching trainees to recognize these patterns enables them to get around the seven bit limit and acquire expertise faster. Evaluators and investigators should understand how the seven bit limit affects choice. In time constrained environments, because of the low capacity for processing information, humans will often select a satisfactory option as there is no time to identify optimum courses of action. Evaluators and investigators must not fall victim to hindsight bias when evaluating the quality of the decision outcome. Heuristics, also called "rules of thumb" are valuable aids to overcoming the seven bit limit if they are carefully vetted for use. Common rules of thumb such as the "3 to 1 rule" for estimating appropriate descent points, are effective tools that enable the pilot to work around the seven bit limit. Trainers should not be afraid to convey rules of thumb after careful analysis of their accuracy and appropriateness in various situations. Structured working memory aids such as checklists can be powerful tools for dealing with the seven bit limit. Checklists and procedures, which provide the outcome and considerations generated by prior analysis of the situation they address, can relieve the pilot of considerable mental workload. In lowering the mental workload to explore options and identify operational considerations, such structured solutions help prevent the loss of situational awareness. The teaching of appropriate task management skills is crucial if we are to empower pilots to avoid exceeding the seven bit limit. Task management skills encompass a wide variety of tools from appropriate scheduling of tasks, to CRM skills, to preflight preparation, to contingency planning during low workload periods. All of these and more need to be taught as an integrated approach to safe flight management Policies, procedures, profiles etc. should be designed with the seven-bit limit in mind. Proper design of SOP requires that tasks are appropriately delegated, assigned and scheduled so that no one crewmember gets overloaded to the point of losing



•



situational awareness. Thus careful task analysis of any flight event or administrative task to be done in flight is critical to the proper design of SOP. Stress innoculation training can help preserve working memory limits under stress. Stress innoculation training takes many forms but I offer two here. Gradual exposure to increasing levels of stressful situations helps the pilot learn to cope with high stress levels. Second, practicing critical skills to be performed under stressful conditions builds automaticity in those skills. Skills built to the automaticity level, (the ability to perform a skill without much conscious thought), sre far more resistant to stress effects.



Summary: In this essay I have illustrated how research has shown us an important factor in the design of training, the development of flight management skills, checklist and display design: the limits of human information processing capacity. Thus training should be designed such that material is presented not only in ways that are easily chunked, but in a volume that respects the seven-bit limit. Training material should also be presented at a rate that does not violate the seven bit limit - in other words training programs need to understand that even with properly designed training material, students need time to organize it into meaningful chunks. Unfortunately, violating the seven-bit limit is common in airline training courses which are almost always of the "fire hose" design. I have also illustrated some cognitive strategies that humans use to work around this severe limitation. Findings of cognitive psychology research that enable us to understand the mental mechanisms by which experts conserve cognitive resourses are applicable not only to the improvement of our training new pilots to fly, but to improving flight management skills. Proper respect of the limits of human information processing demand that policy and procedures consider this limit in their design. Appreciation of human processing limitations should drive design principles not only in these areas but also in the areas of flight management system design, EICAS design, and system operation design. Captain Brian T. Wilson June 2007 Atlanta GA. [email protected]



Glossary Chunking:The organizing of bits of information into meaningful patterns, which then are stored as a single bit of information in long term memory. Cognitive Economizing: The use of effective shortcuts in information processing to get around the seven-bit information processing limit that is inherent in humans. Most of these strategies are innately learned as a process of learning to function in life as a human being. Some are explicitly learned from instructors or mentors. Expectations: Within the context of flight management, expectations refer to a condition where the pilot identifies the current trends in the flight environment, mentally simulates the future state of these trends, and then uses this insight to anticipate certain events, appearance of information, or phenomena. In directing search behaviors, accurate expectations can considerably reduce the mental workload on the pilot. Hindsight bias: The phenomenon of using information or the knowledge of an outcome not available to the pilot at the time, to argue that the outcome of their decisions should have been predictable or reasonable to expect. Since in hindsight, we can almost always say that the pilot in question could have performed better, or chosen a more effective option, hindsight bias can result in overly harsh judgments of pilot performance leading to unjust or unnecessary remedial action.



Heuristics: The ability to size up a situation, identify options, and decide on the best course of action by use of rules of thumb derived from experience rather than through a methodical assessment/decision strategy. Meaningful Encoding:The understanding of elements of the flight situation, assigning them meaning and then storing that in long term memory. Meaningful encoding implies that memorization of information or events is not a random process but their storage in long term memory serves a particular flight management purpose in future events. Patterns: As used here, recognizable patterns of information, or trends in information that can be recalled from long term memory - from the pilot's past experience. Recognitional Strategies: The ability of a pilot to leverage past experience to recognize the current situation as identical to or similar to a past experience. Satisficing: In dynamic decision environments which are time constrained, the tendency to identify and choose a satisfactory course of action rather than waste precious time striving to identify the optimum course of action. Situational Awareness: The extent to which one's understanding of the flight environment, and the options available, mirrors reality. Structured Solutions: Approaches to situation assessment and decision-making using codified if/then steps or known benchmarks as points of jumping off or as targets. Task Management Skills: The planning and management of workload, tasks, and time such that no one pilot or crewmember experiences task saturation with consequent loss of situational awareness. Task Saturation: The condition where the physical task requirements or the volume of information required to be processed exceeds the ability of the pilot to handle it. Technical Skill: Refering to stick and rudder skills - the ability to maneuver the aircraft within the desired flight path parameters.
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